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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present Ambient Help, a system that supports opportunistic learning by providing automatic, context-sensitive learning resources while a user works. Multiple videos and textual help resources are presented ambiently on a secondary display. We define and examine a collection of design consideration for this type of interface. After describing our implementation details, we report on an experiment which shows that Ambient Help supports finding more helpful information, while not having a negative impact on the user’s productivity, as compared to a traditional help condition.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite advancements in research making complex applications easier to operate, learning how to use these programs can still be a problem. There are often thousands of commands or functions to choose from, and many more ways to combine them into workflows. When using an unfamiliar area of the program, even expert users may require assistance [21].

For most large applications, many hours are spent creating an exhaustive set of documentation for the program’s features. These references can sometimes be helpful for finding information about a particular command, but material on how the commands work together or how to perform higher level tasks are often lacking. Even though these standard help systems have improved in recent years, many people are reluctant to use them [37]. Some have found past help systems ineffective and refuse to give the new version a chance, while others would rather continue working and attempt to figure out what they need on their own [13].

Seeing other people work can sometimes be more valuable than traditional help resources [45]. Videos can serve as a reasonable approximation of watching another person’s screen, and at the time of writing there are over 350,000 videos on YouTube for the query “Adobe Tutorial” alone. However, all of these videos run the risk of being underutilized since they are not available within the application so users are unaware of their existence or have difficulty finding them. ToolClips [20] show videos in application tooltips, but they are only available for help at the tool-level and don’t always show higher level taskflows which utilize the tool. Also, users are still required to explicitly access the videos by calling up the tooltip.

Opposite to the traditional “pull” model where a user explicitly asks for help resources, an implicit “push” model for help has been explored [26]. These systems potentially provide help in situations where the user didn’t even know they needed it, such as awareness of unknown functionality or transitioning from a novice workflow to a more expert one. Such learning could be referred to as “unintentional” learning [42] since the user has learnt something without even knowing there was something they needed to know. Previous attempts such as Microsoft’s Clippy [26] and “Tip of the Day” have not been ambient, requiring user input on the system’s terms, not the user’s, and as such have been considered frustrating and ineffective.
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Figure 1. Structure of Ambient Help system. Main application monitor on the left, dynamically updating ambient help display on the right containing 5 videos and a web help page.

In the paper we present Ambient Help, a system that supports opportunistic learning by providing automatic, context-sensitive learning resources while a user works. Multiple videos and textual help resources are presented ambiently on a secondary display [Figure 1]. Opportunistic learning is supported during natural breaks in the user’s
workflow since the information is preloaded for convenient viewing. This design reduces the transaction cost traditionally associated with obtaining help information.

After reviewing related work, we discuss design considerations for an ambient help system, present our implementation, and report on a study that shows our system supports finding more useful information, while not having a negative impact on the user’s productivity, compared to a traditional help system.

RELATED WORK

Contextual and Video Based Help
Since the outset of on-line help, there have been explorations into contextual [2,12,29] and video-based [5,27,29] delivery, with less research exploring both [20,1]. Shneiderman [44] argues that graphical demonstrations can be the most direct way for novices to learn procedural knowledge. However, its implementation was expensive and time consuming when the ideas were first proposed in the early 90’s [27], and in general, on-line documentation was “crippled” by hardware and software limitations [15]. The evolution of CPU power and video hosting services has made video documentation a viable possibility [31].

In terms of publishing, it is often easier to record a 5 minute tutorial video than it is to take the necessary screenshots and write up an easy to follow and useful tutorial [39]. However, with text based help a quick glance might provide the needed assistance, where a video may require a longer viewing period to get the same information [16]. It has also been found that some users naturally prefer videos while other prefer text-based help [20].

Despite psychology research which exposes the benefits of contextual assistance [3], help systems are generally offered through completely separate components. This discontinuity can result in delayed, disruptive, inconsistent, and obtrusive help systems [2,30].

Previous research in animated assistance [23,38,1] has explored contextual demonstrations. One good example is Google Sketchup which has an “instructor” panel providing tool-based contextual animated assistance whose content changes as the user switches tools. While their assistance consists of very basic animations which only illustrate how the tools function, we use full motion videos which show how the tools can be used in a workflow.

Ambient Information Systems and Displays
Ambient and peripheral displays [8,35,40,46] support the monitoring of noncritical information with the intent of not distracting or burdening the user. One typical example of an ambient display is Portholes [10] which periodically takes a video snapshot of members of a community and presents them as a grid of images for each user to view and have an awareness of who is in and available for communication.

Pousman and Stasko [41] describe four dimensions of consideration when designing an ambient display:

- Information capacity, notification level, representational fidelity, and aesthetic emphasis. In our approach, we wish to present contextual learning resources in an ambient display where the information capacity and representational fidelity is high and always available to be absorbed by the user during breaks of work activity. Also, we do not disrupt the user, so the notification level is low.

Evaluation of the usefulness of ambient displays is often challenging [24,33,35,43]. The evaluation criteria typically centers around noticeability, comprehension, relevance, division of attention, and engagement. While these are all important, we are particularly interested in increasing the temptation to learn something new, perhaps serendipitously. This is similar to over the shoulder learning [45] where users can see how other users work.

One concern with an information rich ambient display is that it may induce information overload [28]. While this could be true, the very nature of our ambient display is that it contains optional information that can be ignored during intense work or during high levels of information processing in the main display.

Buxton describes a framework for modeling systems which factor in not only human-human and human-computer interaction but a second dimension of foreground and background activity [7]. Here, foreground activities are in the “fore of human consciousness – intentional activities” such as typing in a computer. Background activities take place “in the periphery ‘behind’ those in the foreground” such as being aware of someone in the next office typing. Our intent is that Ambient Help easily transitions between background and foreground activity.

Interruptability and Notification
A great deal of research has studied technology-mediated interruptions and notification of system or application events [1,17,22,36]. The concern is that interruptions can be an annoyance, adversely affect a user’s task completion time, and make them vulnerable to mistakes. Thus, researchers have explored ways to mitigate the problems by deferring interruption until users are more open to the information during their work. Attentive user interfaces attempt to recognize some basic user states (presence, head position, mouse activity) and act differently according to user behavior [14]. Our goal is not to interrupt the user, particularly during their intense work.

Transaction cost
A key goal for our system is to reduce the transaction cost of a user accessing help and learning resources while working. Research has explored the dynamics of switching between work and help [4] and shown that small interaction improvements can cause categorical behavior changes that far exceed the benefits of decreased task times [6,18].

The Cocoa Buzz system [11] runs on a user’s extra display, or a large shared display, and automatically cycles through different information sources (such as news sites)
it can be easily ignored. Similarly, to minimize distraction software learnability [21].

matches our approach but differs in that we focus on currently watching. This implicit style of searching system [25] automatically select web pages that a user might want retrieved on how to clean it using vinegar. Henzinger et al. washing a coffee maker, a web page is automatically internet-connected domestic appliances. For example, while searching based on activity detected by sensors and

Traditionally, product support materials have been delivered in mostly text, with some diagrams mixed in. A limited number of help videos are now being published by the software manufacturers, but with the recent advancements in the ease of posting videos to the internet (YouTube, etc.) many individuals and small third-party companies have started posting their own tutorial videos.

Videos have the benefit of being able to demonstrate the concept being described. Textual resources on the other hand have the benefit of being more easily skimmed or consumed quickly. Besides official product documentation, there are also significant web-based textual resources such as discussion boards and tutorial web pages which many users turn to for information.

With their being benefits to both video and textual help information, we recommend supporting both.

**Channels of Information**

Ambient display systems can range from displaying a single stream of information up to a great number simultaneously. By displaying only one channel, that single item takes up the entire information bandwidth of the display, and as such, when the user looks over they are assured to see it. With many channels on the same display, each individual channel must be of smaller size and possibly lower fidelity. With more channels the chances are greater that useful content will be displayed. However, if too many things are going on, that useful content might be missed. In the end, designers should ensure a balance between the extremes of too little and too much information.

**Location**

An ambient help system could be implemented on a secondary monitor or within the primary monitor. In our experience we have found that users are quicker to dismiss items which take space away from their primary application. Instead of using a secondary display on the same computer, the system could also run on a secondary system, such as an Apple iPad or similar device.

**Content Variance**

If the content of the ambient display never changes, users will stop looking over because they have already seen the information. On the other hand, if the content changes too often it could be a distraction, or relevant information could be swapped out while the user is trying to view it. As such, there should be a balance between updating too slowly leaving the information stagnant, and updating so frequently that the content doesn’t have time to be used.

**SYSTEM DESCRIPTION**

**Overview**

Given these design considerations we now present our exploration into offering ambient help. The Ambient Help system is displayed on a secondary monitor placed beside the main monitor [Figure 1]. The user sits directly in front of the main application monitor with the secondary monitor angled off to the side, keeping the application in the center of focus while the ambient display is visible in the periphery. The system automatically presents help content relevant to the commands the user is working with.

**Ambient and Interactive Modes**

On the left side of the screen are relevant help videos, and on the right side is a web page [Figure 2]. We display closed captioning information as an overlay for videos with...
the information available making it possible to follow along without the audio playing. We choose to use the command reference pages as the source for the web pages since there is a page for each command with consistent formatting, making it easier for users to find information, and making for a smoother transition between pages.

Our system reduces potential distractions by muting the audio and dimming the videos while the cursor is over the main application. We also reduce the frame rate at which videos are shown (only changing frames once every 5 seconds, with a 1 second smooth fade between frames). Being connected to the main application allows the system to use the application context to show relevant help content without specific input from the user.

When the cursor is within the help window, the video with cursor focus is shown at full brightness while the others remained dimmed. By default, when the cursor returns to the application window, the videos return to being dimmed and muted at the reduced frame rate. However, there is the option to “check” a video [Figure 3] which will keep the video playing at a reduced volume when the focus returns to the main application. This allows the user to keep listening to the video while working, and also ensures that the video will play to completion without being replaced.

In our system, the display may only change at the beginning of a new command, and even then, it may remain stable if the same command has been issued multiple times in succession, or the currently playing videos are sufficiently relevant. Between command issuances the content remains constant so users are able to read the help page or watch the videos without fear of them being replaced.

Based on the channels of information design consideration, we chose to show 5 videos. One video resides in the top “primary” position (at 970 by 536 resolution) and 4 smaller videos (at 490 by 278) below [Figure 2]. At this size we feel even the small videos are large enough for the user to get a sense of what is going on in the video while still allowing us to display a number of different clips to increase the chances of presenting a useful one. While the user is working and the display is updating, the video determined to be the most relevant is automatically transitioned up to the primary position, in theory placing the most useful video in the top, largest, position. The user can also manually promote a smaller video to the top by clicking on it, making it larger and easier to see the details.

If a video the user did want to watch happens to be replaced, it can be retrieved by clicking the “Prev” button in the video player. The interface also includes a timeline and thumbnails which allow navigation to different points in the video, and a button to move to the next video selected by the relevance algorithm described later.

**AutoCAD Plug-in**

The Ambient Help system was implemented as an AutoCAD plug-in using the ObjectARX framework. The system hooked into the CommandStarted messages from AutoCAD to get a notification whenever a user clicked on, or otherwise started to use a command. With these notifications the plug-in tracked which commands the user had recently used and was currently using. The videos came from two sources: a local cache of videos obtained from a YouTube search for “AutoCAD Tutorial” (1,379 videos), and an AutoCAD training DVD (107 videos) [Figure 2].

**Automatic Video Analysis**

Ideally, all tutorial videos ever created would be marked up with Chronicle-like [19] metadata indicating where in the video commands occurred, settings were changed, layers were modified, etc. Hopefully applications will someday allow users to record videos with this type of metadata, but for now, nearly all video help content is untagged.

Knowing which commands happened where allows us to find more germane videos. Additionally, we can seek directly to positions in the video to display relevant content, thus overcoming the need to manually scrub the video looking for command invocations. In the video timeline we display markers for the commands [Figure 4] that make it easier for users to navigate to parts of the video where commands of interest were used.
As a proof-of-concept to show one way in which this command scraping process could be automated, we created a program to analyze our collection of 107 professionally produced AutoCAD tutorial videos and generate the command stream tags for each. Limiting our source material for this process allowed us to make the simplifying assumptions that all videos would have the UI at the same scale, and the elements would be in the same positions. A system such as Sikuli [47] or Prefab [9] could be used to improve the algorithm to locate and recognize UI elements.

Figure 4. Video timeline showing command markers.

Possible Approaches for Detecting Commands

Different applications support unique ways of visually determining which tool is active or which command has just been issued. For example, in Adobe Photoshop you can tell the active tool by looking at which tool button is rendered darker than the others [Figure 5a]. This information is persistent and available for the entire time the tool is active. The buttons of many products become highlighted to one colour when the mouse if over, and another darker colour when they are clicked [Figure 5b]. Some products such as Autodesk Maya have a status bar indicating which tool or menu item the cursor is over [Figure 5c]. By combining this information with when the mouse button was clicked (perhaps from the audio track), one could determine which tools and menu items were used.

Figure 5. Example avenues for determining tool and command usage in: (A) Adobe Photoshop, (B) Microsoft Office, (C) Autodesk Maya, (D) Autodesk AutoCAD.

Commands in AutoCAD can be entered in multiple ways: clicking on a button, typing into the command line, issuing a shortcut, entering a command alias, or issued from an automated script. However, regardless of how the command is issued, all command history shows up in the command line window [Figure 5d] creating a good option for tracking command usage. It is possible to close the command line window in AutoCAD, but most users leave it open, and it is open in all of the videos in our sample collection.

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

In the AutoCAD command line history, a line of the format Command:name indicates that the command “name” has been issued. We started by capturing individual image frames with the OpenCV toolkit. We cut out areas of the image for each of the 4 visible text lines and attempted to run some standard OCR packages (ABBYY FineReader, SimpleOCR, ocopus, and others) to extract the text. Since most OCR packages are tuned to recognize printed and then scanned text, they performed quite poorly on the text in our video frames—generally recognizing less than 50% of the characters correctly. This is consistent with previous work [47] where it appears that most of the text was not recognized correctly. To improve on this, we rendered the alphabet of characters using the same font and anti-aliasing settings as a default installation of AutoCAD, scaled to the same amount as the text in the video. Then, we were able to step along the line comparing each character in the image to our dictionary of rendered characters. Enlarging the source image and moving it around slightly to account for sub-pixel rounding, then using a squared difference comparison of the pixel values let us find the matching character with greater than 99% accuracy. This, combined with a dictionary of the commands in AutoCAD let us achieve 100% accuracy in command recognition.

Video Relevance

At the beginning of each command, a relevance score, $R$, was calculated for all available videos weight the current command most highly and weighting the previous five commands with a decreasing power function:

$$R(v) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} S(v, c) \times (6 - i)^2$$

Each video v’s relevance score for a given command $c$, $S(v, c)$ was calculated using the following formula:

$$S(v, c) = v. title(c) \times 10$$
$$+ v. keywords(c) \times 8$$
$$+ v. description(c) \times 7$$
$$+ \sum(v. comment(c) \times 6 + 0.02)$$
$$+ v. commands(c) \times 2$$

where $v. title(c)$ is 1 if the title of the video contained the command name $c$, otherwise it is 0. Similarly, $v. keywords(c)$, $v. description(c)$, $v. comment(c)$ and $v. commands(c)$ operate on the keywords, description, comments and command stream (if available) respectively. For each user comment the video had, 0.02 points were added to account for generally popular videos. In this model, having the command used in the command stream is worth more than having the command name in the title, which is in turn more valuable than having the command mentioned in the keywords, description or comments. If a video is already playing in the display, its score is multiplied by a factor starting at 1.2 which decreases linearly down to 0.0 after 5 minutes. This gives videos that have just started playing priority, and then makes it easier for videos to be replaced after they have been playing for some time. Videos among the most recent 50 to be viewed are excluded from the calculations to support variation in the selections. The videos with the highest relevance scores are selected to be played when a new command is started.

This is just one rating scheme, which we have found works well with our mixed collection of YouTube and professionally authored tutorial videos.
EXPERIMENT
We wanted to evaluate Ambient Help to see if users, in work-like situations, could derive some instructional value from the system. In addition, the study allowed us to look at distraction and productivity compared to traditional help.

Participants
Twelve paid volunteer participants (8 male, 4 female) between the ages of 23 and 30 were recruited through an email list of AutoCAD users. To be eligible the users were required to be proficient with AutoCAD and were asked how long they had been using the program and how often they typically use it, with results ranging from 4 to 10 years, and 3 to 7 days/week respectively. All participants had used AutoCAD in a professional setting as well as receiving formal classroom training with the software.

Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in an enclosed office using a 3.16GHz quad-core desktop computer running Windows 7 64-bit Edition. The graphics card was a NVIDIA Quadro FX 5600 and was running two 24" Dell monitors each at a resolution of 1920 by 1200. Participants were seated with their chair and keyboard directly in front of the main monitor with the second monitor angled and positioned to the right [Figure 1].

Design
A repeated measures within-participant design was used with the independent variables being task (intense, casual) and help system (ambient, manual). The ordering of task and help system were counterbalanced. Each of the four trial conditions lasted 15 minutes. During each trial the statistics the experimenter judged and counted were: number of videos watched, number of help pages viewed, the number of useful/interesting items found, and in which data stream they were found in.

Help Systems
The system described in this paper was used as the ambient condition. As a baseline comparison, the manual help system consisted of three windows: YouTube and the AutoCAD 2011 online documentation webpages, and the interface to an AutoCAD professional training DVD [Figure 6]. In this way the manual condition had all of the same material as the ambient help system, but was not integrated into AutoCAD and the content would need to be manually found by the participants.

Tasks
The intense and casual tasks were created to simulate two types of working conditions: those where the user is very focused on the task and cannot afford to be distracted (for instance, they are working towards a very tight deadline), and those where the user is working, but not in any particular rush (for example, they might spend some extra time browsing the internet or talking to colleagues).

For the intense task, users were given an AutoCAD document with a graphic underlay of 14 kitchen cabinet designs [Figure 7]. They were instructed to recreate these cabinets as quickly and accurately as possible. As motivation, the participant who completed the most cabinets was to be awarded an extra $100 gift card.

The task was designed to be simple enough that most experienced AutoCAD users would be able to draw the cabinets without much trouble. The cabinets themselves were also designed to each be of similar complexity so we could count and compare the user’s cabinet drawing performance in both help system conditions.

For the casual task, participants were given a set of blueprints for a house and told to modify or extend the drawings in any manner they chose. Some examples given were to add a patio or some landscaping elements. The only requirement was that they use 3 commands from each of two command lists: basic commands, and rare commands. The basic list contained 20 of the most frequently used AutoCAD commands such as LINE, ERASE, and RECTANG, which are commands that all AutoCAD users would know. The rare list contained a collection of 10 commands which are among the 100 most frequently used commands, but are used by a small (<5%) percentage of the user population. The idea being that these would be useful commands that the participants were not familiar with. To ensure the commands selected from this list were new to the user, they were instructed to only choose commands from this list they had not used before. This allowed us to test the help systems when users may explicitly need help and also when they are doing exploratory learning.

Procedure
Upon arrival the participants were told that we were testing to see if “a secondary display of information could be helpful to people while using AutoCAD”. It was also explained that we would be presenting the help content in

Figure 6. Setup of manual help condition.

Figure 7. Portion of the intense task document.
two different ways and we would be looking to see if they found any information that was useful or interesting to them. They were encouraged to “glance at, or interact with, the content on the secondary monitor” as much as they wanted to, and if they found anything useful or interesting, to let us know so we could keep a record. If during the study the examiner saw the participant looking at the secondary monitor for 10 seconds, he would prompt the user to explain what they were looking at and if they found anything useful.

Results
Because the two tasks were so different, separate analysis was performed for each of the task conditions.

Useful Items Found
To assess the effectiveness of the Ambient Help system for providing useful information to the user, we looked at the number of useful or interesting items found in each condition [Figure 8]. For the casual task, repeated measure analysis of variance showed a main effect for help system ($F_{1,11} = 12.6, p < .005$) with means of 3.25 items for ambient and 1.25 items for manual, a 2.6 times increase. In the intense task the means were 0.92 items for ambient and 0.17 for manual. This difference however did not reach significance ($F_{1,11} = 2.83, p = .121$).

![Figure 8. Average number of useful items found in each of the four task/help system conditions. (Note: Error bars report standard error).](image)

With the cursor tracking data we can also look at how much time the users spent on average in AutoCAD and on the second monitor for each condition [Figure 9]. It is interesting to note that users found 2.6 times as many useful items while using the Ambient Help system in the casual task although they spent about the same amount of time on the second display for both help system conditions (17.7% and 18.4%). This result is consistent with the goal of the Ambient Help system to have users find more useful items, and they are able to do that without spending any more time than they would in a traditional manual help situation.

Impact on Performance
As a measure of performance in the intense task, we looked at the number of cabinets completed with each help system [Figure 10]. The mean results were 7.88 for ambient and 8.63 for manual with standard deviations of 4.54 and 3.73 respectively. The analysis of variance did not show the difference to be significant ($F_{1,12} = 0.974$, ns) supporting our belief that Ambient Help would not have a negative impact when the user is immersed in an intensive task.

![Figure 9. Cursor movement for each condition of all participants. Percentages show fraction of time spent on each monitor.](image)

![Figure 10. Number of cabinets drawn in the intense task. (Note: error bars report standard error) After each condition the participants were asked to rate some statements on a Likert scale (between 1-Strongly Disagree, and 7-Strongly Agree). One of the statements was “The content of the extra monitor was helpful” [Figure 11]. The results have been aggregated into three categories: Disagree (1, 2), Neither (3, 4, 5) and Agree (6, 7). The majority of users (8 of 12) said they found the ambient system helpful in the casual task compared to only 1 user who found the manual system helpful.

![Figure 11. Results for “The content of the extra monitor was helpful”. Participants were also asked if they “found the content of the extra monitor distracting”. In both the intense and casual tasks, 3 of 12 users agreed this was the case for the ambient help system [Figure 12].](image)
While not a longitudinal study, if we look at each user’s rating of the distraction during the first task they used the ambient help interface compared with their second, 5 users said the interface was distracting during their first task, compared to only 1 during the second task [Figure 13].

With these results, we believe that many users would not find the interface distracting given time to get used to it.

Besides distraction, participants were also asked if the “content of the extra monitor hindered their productivity” [Figure 14]. Few users felt that either help system hindered their productivity in either task. This is of particular importance in the intensive task where the participants were trying to be as productive as possible. It is promising that for this task the ambient and manual systems had essentially the same subjective rating, suggesting that even when not in use, the ambient display is no more of a hindrance to a user than a monitor showing static content.

**DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK**

Our study has shown that the Ambient Help system significantly improved the ability of the user to find useful information during casual work, while generally not objectively, or subjectively, hindering performance during intense tasks. A longer term study, or one performed on the users’ own machine in their standard environment would be useful to see how these results hold over a longer period of time and explore the impact of the system on higher-level performance and learning. Given the often negative reactions users have to new help systems and interface features, the system could be redesigned to better fit the users’ needs.
Design considerations for an ambient system that provides ------

**CONCLUSION**

Design considerations for an ambient system that provides help content using a push rather than pull delivery model were discussed. The resulting Ambient Help system offers the potential to increase the user’s learning in multiple ways: both “intentional” learning, where the user knew they needed help, and perhaps as importantly, “unintentional” learning, where the push model presents information the user wouldn’t even know to look for. In the casual task, which simulates what we envision to be the primary environment for using this type of system, Ambient Help led to 2.6 times as many useful insights as the control. Besides being helpful during casual tasks, users generally agreed that the system did not negatively impact their productivity during intense work and this result was supported by the quantitative data. Although implemented in AutoCAD, we believe Ambient Help is a general solution which could be made to work with almost any software application where learning is an important issue.
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